
Clinton vs. the UN 

 

Last September, Bill Clinton celebrated the annual meeting 
of the Clinton Global Initiative, during the same week in 
which the General Assembly of the United Nations met to 
discuss about the Millennium Development Goals. The CGI 
usually invites current and retired government leaders, big 
business figures, Nobel prizes, philanthropists, NGOs, 
artists and all kinds of celebrities…all of them with an 
active engagement in Development projects. 

Clinton launched his initiative five years ago in an effort 
to demonstrate that individual political action can bring 
about effective Solutions to the specific problems that 
millions of people face everyday in our planet. The Western 
world has spent in the last 50 years over 2,3 trillion 
dollars in development aid to fight poverty, with little 
success. In only 5 years, the Clinton Global Initiative has 
raised more than 65 billion in more than 1,900 commitments 
that have benefited over 300 million people in nearly 170 
countries.  

By holding its Annual Conference at the same time than the 
UN meetings, the former US President seems to imply the 
following: “The UN is a good international forum where 
leaders can give nice speeches; but it is not useful to 
solve real problems”.  

In its book entitled The White Man’s Burden (2006), William 
Easterly made a very relevant question: how is it possible 
that in 2005 the Western world was able to distribute 
simultaneously 9 million copies of Harry Potter in 
bookstores at a price of $25 per copy, and it was 
completely unable to put 3 million vaccines (at 12 cents 
each one) in the arms of the dying children of the Third 
World? 

For those who meet every year at the CGI, the answer to 
that question has to do with the uselessness of the good 
intentioned interventionism of the West, which has nothing 
to do with the impressive efficiency of cooperation 
initiatives linked to the market economy. This is why 
Clinton insists again and again that we need to build a “A 
Private Economy of Development”, not motivated by feelings 
of Solidarity or Generosity, but in the name of Self-



Interest. According to him, only  individual players with 
private incentives will be able to introduce efficiency in 
an area which is crucial for the stability of the world.  

The CGI has an environmental, economic and social agenda, 
and it works in three steps: first, it identifies the 
problems; then it creates imaginative solutions, and 
finally, it solves the problems. Where “planners” (namely, 
the politicians and the bureaucrats from international 
organizations) have failed in the last decades, the 
“searchers” are having extraordinary results. Just one 
example is very illustrative: in 1997, half a million kids 
were infected by polio, while today there are only 2.000 
new cases per year (the disease has been reduced by 99.6%) 
thanks to private initiatives of generalised vaccination, 
that went far beyond any public campaign. In the words of 
Bill Gates, responsible for most of the “health revolution” 
that is taking part in the Third World, thanks to the 
Bill&Melinda Gates Foundation: “politicians invest a lot 
of time in sending messages to the public, instead of 
investing their time in identifying and fighting the real 
problems”. 

It would be a quasi-metaphysical question to ask why the 
official aid to the worse off has failed repeatedly for 
such a long time. An interesting aspect of the CGI is that 
there were many speakers in each session that got engaged 
in an active fight against different diseases after having 
suffered them on their own (or through a close relative). 
This was the case of different celebrities that 
participated in the CGI meeting, from oriental princesses, 
to business women, cyclists or singers….all of them 
strongly committed to the fight against hard diseases like 
cancer or malaria.  

Their active involvement is very useful and admirable, but 
one could ask why such powerful people did not devote any 
minute or any resource to these problems before they had a 
personal traumatic experience that nearly cost their lives. 
The fact that this people started to spend time, effort and 
money only from those biographical turning points shows the 
limits of pure altruistic attitudes: real implication only 
happens through selfishness; because empathy has its limits 
when pain is affecting others, if they are not part of our 
inner self.  



Maybe the conceptual distance that separates us from the 
others is the same distance that separates Kant´s 
“practical reason” from the “pure reason”: when we are in 
good physical conditions we tend to think that it is very 
“unlikely” to “suffer from cancer any time in the 
reasonable future”. This way of thinking comes from the 
“pure reason”. But the “practical reason” comes in 
precisely in the moment in which any person suffers a real 
experience of sickness. It is then when we ask ourselves: 
“and what can I do now to stop this pain and this 
unbearable suffering?” 

The answer to that question usually implies dedicating the 
rest of one’s life to eradicating the cause of that pain 
(if not still present, permanently alive in our memories); 
the person who has been sick once tries to fight against 
that disease which has destroyed his/her best years. At 
last, people follow pure individualistic motivations, even 
if his actions follow very altruistic patterns… 

An important success of the Clinton Initiative is that it 
is open to both merely altruistic people and to those who 
have a real “selfish” interest in the disappearance of 
poverty in the World. Clinton is aware that the power to 
transform reality is not only in the hands of politicians 
but also in the hands of business leaders (CGI’09 was 
declared the First Global Conference for CEOs), public 
philanthropists, activists and local entrepreneurs, and 
this is why he facilitates the cooperation between all 
those who want to “generate changes”.  

To be part of CGI implies a real touch of the enormous 
possibilities of the global world at its best. The most 
powerful and the poorest of all citizens get in touch with 
each other and share the common objective of reducing the 
distances between them.  

This relationship is mutually beneficial. The least 
favoured gain new skills, support, networks and new sources 
of financing. And the most privileged gain a good image, 
new markets and new potential sources of profit (with lower 
production costs and an increasing number of consumers; the 
CEOs know that their sales will go up if they link their 
brands to the principles of environmental sustainability; 
the big media stars know that their ratings with grow as 
they expand their charities; and some former heads of state 



improve their political images by means of altruistic 
initiatives which are very different from those they 
implemented while in office.  

A permanent issue at the CGI is the growing interdependence 
between local conflicts and their global impact. The 
“butterfly effect” is not anymore a theoretical anecdote 
about the destiny of the universe, because it has become an 
immediate and touchable reality. For example: the US and 
Europe are witnessing today with surprise how millions of 
people are becoming permanently unemployed for the first 
time in many decades. At the same time, part of what used 
to be the Third World is becoming a new source of economic 
activity. This is just another consequence of the logic of 
globalization at its best, but now going in the opposite 
direction, from the Third World into the advanced 
economies. 

In one of his numerous speeches, Bill Clinton talked about 
the possible consequences of what he called “the economic 
recession and the social and psychological crisis”. He 
quoted Harper Lee and warned that “we have nothing to fear 
but fear itself”. “The real danger of this crisis” –he 
said- “is that we lose our faith and our confidence, not 
only in the future but on ourselves”. And then he added: 
“This would be like losing our Mojo” 

Can you imagine a World leader citing Austin Powers during 
his speech at the UN?...this only made sense in the context 
of the CGI. When Clinton said “losing our Mojo”, a 
picturesque audience of powerful people laughed and gave a 
strong applause at once. Then the big lateral TV screens 
showed a series of reactions from world-famous celebrities–
Barbra Streisand, Michelle and Barack Obama, Mick Jagger, 
Lance Armstrong, Demi Moore, Ashton Kutcher, Geena Davies, 
Sting, Laura Bush and her daughters, Noor of Jordania, Ben 
Stiller, Jessica Alba, April Lavigne, prince Haakon and 
princess Mette-Marit of Norway, Brad Pitt, Julia Ormond,  
Bono …-. At the very same time, just few kilometres away, 
Ahmadineyad laughed at the International community with his 
stupid speech on the Holocaust at the UN. The members of 
the UN Assembly were falling asleep there, while those 
figures that are reshaping an increasingly interdependent 
world shared their future plans and smiles at the CGI 
Annual Conference. 



As a result of his success with CGI, Clinton is being 
accused of turning the most important issues of cooperation 
and aid into a mere spectacle. This is maybe why he stated 
in one of his speeches that “politics is like the show 
business, but for ugly people like myself”. Whatever you 
may think of CGI, one thing is clear: his annual meetings 
are very different from the boring UN sessions, conceived 
for the self-consumption of bureaucrats and disconnected 
from the global society. Let me give you an example so that 
you can see the contrast between both: at the end of the 
last CGI´s plenary session, two middle-aged journalists 
talked about how tired they were and affirmed: “I will not 
stay for the closing ceremony…for less that Lady Gaga, I 
will not stay any longer”  

Bill Clinton´s media capacity is so huge that more than 700 
journalists and bloggers carefully selected from all around 
the world covered his Conference. Some of his achievements 
have not yet reached the public, but his alternative 
approach to eradicating poverty is calling the attention of 
everyone that considers him/herself a progressive person. 
Paradoxically, Clinton is demonstrating that the most 
progressive way to help others is using all means at your 
hands, even if this means using capitalist tools and self-
interested motivations. 

During three days, Clinton gave his own cinematographic 
view of the world, where positive and negative forces are 
in constant confrontation. And in his final speech he 
mentioned the underlying logic of that model: according to 
the Unified Theory of Matter, the number of positive 
elements in the Universe is slightly higher than the number 
of negative elements, and therefore, he said: “whatever 
happens to us, we cannot escape from our natural optimism, 
according to which we will always try to do things better”. 
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